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Table!5:!Participants’!Instagram!biographies!Arran! Fashion!+!lifestyle!blogger,!daydreamer!and!lover!of!all!things!shiny,!from!bonnie!old!Scotland!Barra! Lifestyle!blogger!and!PR!account!manager,!handy!baker,!Aberdeen,!Scotland!Cara! Clothes,!cats!and!cake.!Lifestyle,!fashion,!travel,!food!&!beauty!blogger!from!Glasgow,!Scotland!Danna! {name!of!husband},!{name!of!son},!{names!of!cats},!Scotland,!Australia,!Quatar!(soon)!Eday! Edinburgh!fashion!blogger,!fashion!communication!student,!the!Scottish!Design!Exchange,!Fashion!fix!daily,!SHOWstudio!Fara! Musings!of!a!life!enriched!with!travel.!UK!luxury!travel!blogger.!Top!10!Scottish!blogs.!Researcher!at!***!Gunna! Style!blog.!Scottish!girl!in!London,!fashion!and!personal!style!blogger!Hirta! Lifestyle!blogger,!wife!of!***,!vegan,!Aberdeen!










































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Section(1:(Blog(inception(1) Can!you!tell!me!the!story!of!how!you!came!to!set!up!your!blog?!2) Who!or!what!inspired!you?!3) Did!you!have!a!predetermined!view!of!what!your!blogging!identity!would!be?!Can!you!tell!me!about!this?!How!close!was!this!to!your!offline!identity?!4) How!did!you!describe!yourself?!How!has!this!evolved?!5) How!did!you!design!your!blog!to!reveal!this!idea?!How!has!this!evolved?!6) How!important!do!you!see!the!visual!design!of!your!blog?!!
Section(2:(Location(7) Where!were!you!based!when!you!first!created!your!blog?!!8) How!has!location!influenced!your!blogging!identity?!9) Can!you!tell!me!about!any!challenges!your!location!presents!in!terms!of!your!blog?!!
Section(3:(Current(status(10) !How!would!you!categorise!your!blog?!11) !How!regularly!do!you!post?!12) !Has!the!level!of!fashion!featured!on!your!blog!changed!at!all?!What!has!influenced!this?!!13) !How!much!do!you!share!about!yourself!as!an!individual?!How!has!this!evolved?!14) !Do!you!talk!much!about!others?!How!has!this!evolved?!!15) !To!what!extent!does!your!North!East!of!Scotland!location!feature!in!your!blogging!identity?!16) !What!are!your!current!motivations!for!blogging/!to!continue!blogging?!17) !How!important!is!identity!in!fashion!blogging?!!
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18) !To!what!extent!are!you!conscious!of!your!own!blogging!identity?!19) !How!deeply!do!you!consider!content!before!posting?!20) !How!do!you!feel!your!identity!translates!to!other!social!media?!!





















Informed Consent for use of interview data and self-selected Instagram posts in PhD 
thesis entitled Scottish style: the construction of Scottish identity amongst fashion and 
style influencers on Instagram and subsequent publications 
 
 
Please put a cross in the appropriate boxes 
  
 
 Yes No 
I understand that although a pseudonym has been used, and therefore my name and 
Instagram username are not revealed, it might still be possible that I could be 
recognised in the thesis due to the visual nature of the posts 
 
  
I give permission for the information (interview data, quotations and Instagram posts) I 
provided to be used for research purposes as detailed below: 
• PhD thesis entitled Scottish style: the construction of Scottish identity amongst 
fashion and style influencers on Instagram 
• Subsequent research papers/ output (these could include books, academic journal 
articles and conference papers) 
 
  
I give permission for the interview data, quotations and Instagram posts that I provided 
to be deposited in RGU Open Air (RGU’s open access repository) so it can be used for 
future research and learning. 
 
  
If there are any quotations that you would prefer not to be associated with your 











Signature of participant  
 
Signature:                                                        
Date: 
 
Signature of researcher 
 
Signature: Madeleine Marcella-Hood    
Date: 11th December 2018 
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Appendix(V( Email(requesting(informed(consent((!Hi!{name!of!participant}!!Thank!you!again!for!consenting!to!take!part!in!my!PhD!research!entitled!Scottish(style:(
the(construction(of(Scottish(identity(amongst(fashion(and(style(influencers(on(Instagram.!I’m!delighted!to!let!you!know!that!I!have!passed!with!only!minor!amendments.!My!examiners!really!enjoyed!the!work!and!felt!it!was!a!valuable!contribution!to!the!field!of!fashion!studies.!!In!order!for!me!to!share!my!PhD!thesis!with!you!and!for!this!to!be!made!available!to!my!other!participants!and!future!researchers,!I!require!a!more!formal!letter!of!consent.!As!per!our!original!agreement!I!have!not!used!your!name!or!Instagram!username!at!any!point!in!the!thesis.!A!pseudonym!is!used!throughout!for!each!participant!to!report!the!findings!of!the!study.!However,!due!to!the!visual!nature!of!the!posts!you!provided!and!the!use!of!quotes!from!our!interview,!there!is!a!possibility!that!you!could!be!recognised!and!so!I!want!to!make!sure!that!you!are!ok!with!this.!!!Please!find!attached!a!word!document!containing!all!your!quotations!and!imagery!that!are!used!within!the!PhD!thesis!and!that!might!therefore!be!used!for!subsequent!research!publications.!I!also!attach!a!consent!form,!which!I!would!be!very!grateful!if!you!could!complete!and!sign;!an!electronic!signature!by!way!of!reply!to!this!email!will!be!perfect.!!!Hopefully!this!is!ok!but!if!there!are!any!quotations!that!you!would!like!me!to!disassociate!with!your!pseudonym!then!please!can!you!copy!and!paste!these!into!the!box!in!the!attached!form.!If!you!have!any!questions!at!all!or!if!anything!is!unclear!then!please!feel!free!to!ask.!I’ve!also!attached!the!abstract!to!my!PhD!for!your!interest!and!look!forward!to!sharing!the!final!piece!of!work!with!you!soon.!!Thank!you!very!much!for!all!your!help!and!look!forward!to!hearing!from!you.!!Kind!regards,!Madeleine!MarcellaTHood!Lecturer!School!of!Creative!and!Cultural!Business!Robert!Gordon!University!E:!m.marcellaThood@rgu.ac.uk!T:!01224!263893!
